
Virtual Reference Patron Role Evaluation  
(when you were role-playing the library staff person) 

 
Name of Student Who Played Patron Role:  Melanie V. 
 
Did the student named above 
contact you to set up the role 
play in a timely manner? Were 
you able to agree on a time and 
meet without incident? 
 

Yes, Melanie contacted me early in the week, and was early on the 
call.  She checked in ahead of time and didn't mind waiting until our 
arranged time. 

Was the student prepared to 
ask you one of the suggested 
questions (with specifics 
supplied), and know what 
library you were representing? 
Did s/he ask any followup 
questions or try to clarify your 
answer? 
 

Yes, Melanie asked for information about finding the most recent GED 
book.  She followed up by asking about inter-library loan. 

Did the technology work 
smoothly? Please elaborate. 
 

Skype worked smoothly.  I had a little difficulty finding the share 
screen button, because that option isn't visible until you're actually in 
a call, so I didn't try it out in advance. But once I found it, it worked 
fine.  Melanie had a webcam, which worked well.  I don't have one, 
but Melanie said she could hear me fine.  Her volume was a little low 
to begin with, but that was likely my end, and the volume controls 
remedied that.  As for the catalog, I had tried to log in a few days ago 
in preparation.  I think I locked myself out trying to remember my 
password, so I was only able to access the areas that didn't require 
log-in.  I was able to find the information she requested, but couldn't 
show her how to place a hold or request an ILL. 

If this had been a real situation, 
do you think your screen 
demonstration would have 
benefited the patron? Why or 
why not? 
 

I think the screen sharing would have allowed her to observe what I 
was doing and replicate it herself.  However, I don't think I did a very 
good job walking her through the steps and explaining what I was 
doing.  She indicated in her question that she didn't know how to 
search and wanted to be shown how.  So, I think it was important for 
me to do a better job with that.  Something to work on. 

Please share any other 
observations on the 
experience. 
 
 
 
 

I enjoyed talking with Melanie.  She knew I was a little nervous about 
the assignment and put me at ease.  I appreciated that.  I would have 
much preferred interaction via text.  The reference desk is the part of 
my job I'm least looking forward to.  But this was a good opportunity 
to practice, and for me, to get more practice would probably be a 
good idea.   

 
Your name as Staff Person and Peer-evaluator:  Joanna Conrad-Pacellli 


